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Note to readers: This is a draft. Nonetheless, feel free to share it – just bear in mind that it might change. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

This paper is about moral motivation.  

 

Contemporary ethicists often write as if there are exactly two types of moral motivation; someone can be 

explicitly concerned with acting morally rightly, which we call “motivation by rightness de dicto”, or she 

can be concerned with features of acts that are, in fact, among those that make them morally right, which 

we call “motivation by rightness de re”. So understood, motivation by rightness de re is typically held in 

high regard (e.g. Arpaly 2002a, 2002b, 2015; Arpaly and Schroeder 2013; Harman 2007; Markovits 2010), 

although there are dissenting voices (e.g. Sliwa 2015, 2016; Johnson King 2018). Meanwhile, motivation by 

rightness de dicto typically gets a bad press, and unflattering descriptions of this sort of motivation abound 

(e.g. Smith 1994, pp.74-76, 1996; Dreier 2000; Toppinen 2004; Wallace 2006; Shoemaker 2007; Hills 2009; 

Weatherson 2014; Toppinen forthcoming), although, again, there are dissenting voices (e.g. Lillehammer 

1997; Svavarsdottir 1999; Olson 2002; Carbonell 2013; Aboodi 2015, 2017; Johnson King 2019; Singh 

forthcoming).  The most famous piece of bad press for motivation by rightness de dicto is Michael Smith’s 

(1994, p.75) claim that this motivation amounts to a “fetish”. The idea has caught on, and the derogatory 

term “moral fetishism” is now in widespread use. In short: contemporary orthodoxy has it that something 

is amiss with motivation by rightness de dicto that is not similarly amiss with motivation by rightness de re, 

and that these are the two main — or perhaps the only — types of moral motivation worth thinking about. 

 

In section 2, I argue that the contemporary literature misuses the de re/de dicto distinction, thereby obscuring 

the possibility of an overlooked third kind of moral motivation: a motivation whose object is that the agent 

acts morally rightly, but that represents acting morally rightly under another description. This is what the 

phrase “motivation by rightness de re” would refer to if the “de re” qualifier were used in the standard way 

familiar in philosophy of language. In section 3, I argue that the motivations underlying much ordinary 

moral deliberation are of this overlooked third kind. Along the way, I show that we cannot explain many 

of the phenomena involved in ordinary deliberation if we assume that deliberators are solely concerned 

with the particular morally significant things at stake in their circumstances, and I relate the question of 

which motivations are of the overlooked third kind to current work in moral metasemantics. In section 4, I 

classify “anti-fetishist” arguments into three camps and use the foregoing considerations to raise novel 

challenges for each of them. The arguments all fare poorly given that some ways of being motivated to act 

rightly (de re — correctly construed) are ubiquitous, bear no resemblance to the caricatures of this sort of 

motivation found in the literature, and seem praiseworthy. I conclude with a very short instruction manual 

for how to be a moral fetishist, which I expect that all readers will be able to follow easily. 
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2. What is motivation by rightness de re? 

 
There are many types of moral motivation. It has become standard to distinguish two types using the de 

re/de dicto distinction from philosophy of language. 

 

Here’s an illustration of that distinction as it is standardly drawn. Suppose that Lois Lane wants to 

interview Superman, and Superman is in fact mild-mannered Clark Kent, but Lois does not know this. 

Does Lois want to interview Clark Kent? The answer depends on how the question is construed. Lois does 

not have a motivation with the content “I interview Clark Kent”. If asked whether she wants to interview 

Clark Kent, she would say that she does not – he’s far too mild-mannered to be interesting to her readers. 

So Lois is not motivated to interview Clark Kent de dicto; that is, not under the description given by the 

name “Clark Kent”. But we know that Lois is motivated to interview Superman. And we know that 

Superman is, in fact, Clark Kent. So we know that Lois is motivated to interview someone who is, in fact, 

Clark Kent. We may then say that she is motivated to interview Clark Kent de re; that is, the man himself. 

 

Philosophers of mind and language disagree about what exactly is going on here. The basic idea is that we 

use the “de dicto” and “de re” qualifiers in attitude-reports to indicate whether we mean to say something 

about the way someone thinks of the object of her attitude (a de dicto attitude-report), or just to say what 

the object of her attitude is (a de re attitude-report). When we use the “de re” qualifier, we signal that the 

object of someone’s attitude is the very thing that we refer to in our description of her attitude, but that she 

herself may think of this thing in a different way than our description suggests. We can see this in the 

Clark/Superman example, wherein one individual has two names and we use a different name in 

describing Lois’ attitude to the name by which she thinks of him. Thus de re attitude-reports are often given 

in contexts in which the person whose attitudes are reported does not know that a certain expression refers 

to the object of her attitude, but the speakers and hearers all do know this. Meanwhile, when we use the 

“de dicto” qualifier, we signal that we mean to convey something about the way in which the agent thinks 

of the object of her attitude. The traditional way of putting this is to say that the content of her attitude 

represents its object “under the description” or under a “mode of presentation” matching the terms we use 

in ascribing it to her. But this rests on some contentious assumptions about mental content.1 I need not and 

do not wish to take a stand on those issues in this paper. So for present purposes I will use the phrase 

“under a description” to talk about whatever is going on in de dicto attitude-reports, while remaining 

neutral as to precisely what this is. 

 

Ethicists and metaethicists have begun to apply the de re/de dicto distinction to moral motivation, following 

this widely-cited passage in Michael Smith’s The Moral Problem (1994, p.75): 

 

Good people care non-derivatively about honesty, the weal and woe of their children and 

friends, the well-being of their fellows, people getting what they deserve, justice, equality, 

and the like, not just one thing: doing what they believe to be right, where this is read de 

dicto and not de re. Indeed, commonsense tells us that being so motivated is a fetish or 

moral vice, not the one and only moral virtue. 

 
1 In brief: matters are complicated by the fact that analogues of the Clark/Superman case can arise for thinkers who do 

not use language. For example, Clark Kent’s dog might recognize him while wearing civilian clothes but bark at the 

“intruder” when he enters the house dressed as Superman, in which case it makes sense to say that the dog believes 

that Clark has entered the house de re but not de dicto. But the dog may not be thinking of Clark Kent “under a 

description” at all. Thanks to Alex Worsnip and Tom Dougherty for helpful discussion of this point.. 
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Here Smith uses the de dicto qualifier to modify the phrase “what they believe to be right”. And this looks 

like it refers to particular acts – viz., those the agent believes to be right. So this suggests that Smith means 

to distinguish among agents who have motivations to perform particular acts that they believe to be right. 

The agent’s motivation may represent such an act under the description “doing what I believe to be right”, 

which is motivation to do what one believes to be right de dicto. Or it may represent the act under some 

other description, such as “diffusing the tension” or “going to stand between those people” or “getting 

closer to the biscuits”, which is motivation to do what one believes to be right de re but not de dicto. In the 

latter cases, the agent is motivated to perform an act that she believes to be morally right, but what she 

finds appealing about it is something other than its moral rightness. 

 

However, on this reading, motivation by rightness de re does not seem especially praiseworthy. Suppose 

that there is an act that I believe to be right, but my view of its moral status does nothing whatsoever to 

move me to perform it, and yet I happen to be independently motivated to perform it just because I see 

that it is a way of getting closer to some tasty biscuits. In this case, I get lucky; my desire for biscuits 

conveniently inclines me toward doing what I independently believe to be morally right. This does not 

reflect especially well on me. Thus, not just any old motivation that happens to alight upon an act that the 

agent believes to be right is a praiseworthy motivation. Moreover, it is hard to see how these motivations 

to perform particular acts could appear on Smith’s list of what “good people” care about. For Smith says 

that good people care about things like honesty, the “weal and woe” of their friends, and justice. None of 

these things are particular acts. And, indeed, Smith says that good people care “non-derivatively” about 

things like honesty and justice. But motivations to perform particular acts are usually derivative; they 

derive from general motivations to perform acts of certain types and representations of the particular acts 

as being of (one or more of) these types. We do not find ourselves with intrinsic motivations to perform 

particular acts, divorced from all our beliefs about features of the acts that we find generally favorable.  

Such motivations would be weird, like arbitrary compulsions. So, if motivation by rightness de re is a matter 

of being non-derivatively motivated to perform a particular act, then it is not something that can plausibly 

be seen as the mark of a good person that Smith suggests it is. 

 

We can avoid these problems by reading Smith as talking, not about motivations to perform particular acts, 

but about general motivations to perform acts of a certain type. For the phrase “act that I believe to be right” 

picks out a type of act: acts that the agent believes to be right. So, when Smith talks about people who are 

motivated “to do what they believe to be right” de dicto, we can understand him as talking about people 

with a general motivation to perform acts that they believe to be morally right. For the contrast in Smith’s 

passage to make sense, we must then find a de re reading of the phrase “what they believe to be right” that 

still refers to types of act. One way to do this is to focus on right-making features: we can say that someone 

is motivated to do what she believes to be right de re if there is at least one feature such that she both believes 

it to be a right-making feature and is motivated to perform acts with this feature. Thus, if she thinks that 

(e.g.) honesty is a right-making feature, then she counts as motivated by rightness de re if she is in general 

motivated to act honestly.  

 

This way of thinking about motivation by rightness de dicto and de re has caught on in the contemporary 

literature. But we have departed from Smith in taking belief out of the picture. We now use the phrase 

“motivation by rightness de dicto” to refer to an explicit concern with doing what is in fact right, rather than 

merely doing what one believes to be right. And we now use the phrase “motivation by rightness de re” to 

refer to general motivations to perform acts with features that are, in fact, right-making, according to the 

true first-order moral theory (whatever it may be), rather than simply features that the agent believes to be 

right-making. This contemporary usage fits well with Smith’s remarks about “good people”, allowing that 
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someone who cares about honesty, promoting well-being, bringing about justice, etc. counts as motivated 

by rightness de re — on the assumption that these are among the right-making features. And this usage fits 

with a popular theory of moral virtue, according to which virtue is a matter of being intrinsically motivated 

by features of acts that are in fact right-making features.2 

 

But this way of applying the de re/de dicto distinction to moral motivation misuses the “de re” qualifier. As 

we saw above, the standard usage of this qualifier indicates that a single entity is represented under two 

different descriptions in our report of an attitude and in the attitude itself — for example, that someone 

goes by both “Clark Kent” and “Superman” and that we are referring to him using one name but talking 

about someone who thinks of him using the other. This cannot be what is going on when we use the phrase 

“motivation by rightness de re” to refer to motivations whose objects are right-making features. For right-

making features are not just the property of moral rightness considered under another description. If 

rightness were identical to the right-making features then acts would be made right by their rightness itself, 

which is incoherent; it cannot simply be <that A is right> that makes <that A is right> the case. So, the term 

“making” in the phrase “right-making feature” must pick out an asymmetric metaphysical relation — the 

“makes it the case” relation, however exactly its details are construed — rather than the identity relation. 

Moral rightness and a right-making feature are thus two distinct but metaphysically related entities, rather 

than a single entity represented under two different descriptions. But this means that if we use the phrase 

“motivation by rightness de re” to refer to a motivation whose object is a right-making feature then we are 

using the “de re” qualifier as if it meant something like “Look down the Great Chain of Being, and look 

below the thing that I just mentioned!”, rather than meaning what it usually means. 

 

To sum up: when we talk about motivation by rightness de dicto and de re, we can understand ourselves as 

talking about motivations to perform particular acts, or about general motivations to perform acts of a 

certain type. On the first reading, motivation by rightness de re is something that cannot plausibly be 

regarded as praiseworthy; a compulsion-like intrinsic motivation to perform a particular, act, divorced 

from all the agent’s beliefs about features of it that she finds generally favorable. This is an unwelcome 

result. But, in the attempt to identify a sort of motivation that might plausibly be regarded as praiseworthy, 

we have forgotten our Latin. The second reading construes motivation by rightness de re as an intrinsic 

motivation to perform acts of a certain type, where this type picks out a right-making feature. And that is 

just not what “de re” means. Clark Kent doesn’t make Superman the case; he is Superman. So this 

contemporary construal of motivation by rightness de re misuses the “de re” qualifier.3 

 

Once we see that we have been misusing the qualifier, we can ask what the phrase “motivation by rightness 

de re” would refer to — on the second, general-motivation-to-perform-a-certain-type-of-act reading — if 

we used it in the standard way familiar from philosophy of language. Following the Clark/Superman 

example, we can see the answer: if the phrase “motivation by rightness de re” were used in the standard 

way, then it would refer to motivations whose object is that the agent acts morally rightly, but that represent 

acting morally rightly under some other description. 

 

 
2 The most well-known recent defenses of this sort of theory can be found in Arpaly (2002a) and Markovits (2010). 

For some examples of this contemporary usage of the phases “motivation by rightness de dicto” and “motivation by 

rightness de re”, see e.g. Arpaly (2002a, p.233, fn.15), Hills (2009, pp.115-116), Olson (2010, p.90), Carbonell (2013, 

p.462), Sliwa (2015, p.173), Weatherson (2019, pp.31-2, 45-6), Toppinen (forthcoming, pp.**-**). 
3 [There have been a couple of hints at this point in the existing literature — though, to my knowledge, no 
extended discussion of it. REF to Arpaly and Schroeder and to Singh (forthcoming, p.**, fn**) — notes that “we 
can be motivated by rightness itself under other descriptions”. Maybe also Worsnip?] 
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This kind of motivation has been overlooked in the literature. We write as if there are exactly two species 

of moral motivation: an explicit concern with acting morally rightly, which we call “motivation by rightness 

de dicto”, and motivations to perform acts with features that are in fact right-making, which we call 

“motivation by rightness de re”. But that is too narrow a set of options. Just as Lois Lane can be motivated 

to interview Clark Kent under another description, so too can ordinary people be motivated to act rightly 

under another description. Thus the contemporary literature contrasts two species of moral motivation that 

are not the only games in town.  

 

Now that we see that this third, overlooked kind of moral motivation is possible, we can ask which actual 

motivations might be of this kind. And, once we have identified some putative instances of this kind, we 

can ask whether agents who are so motivated seem intuitively to be “good people”. If they do, this suggests 

that Smith and co. are wrong to hold that “good people” are just those who are generally motivated to 

perform acts with features that are right-making (or that they believe to be so). Whatever we may think 

about the merits or demerits of motivation by rightness de dicto, there are other ways of being motivated to 

act rightly, and some of them may make someone a good person too.4 

 

In the remainder of this paper I will discuss a family of motivations that I think are instances of motivation 

by rightness de re, correctly construed. I focus on the motivations that drive moral deliberation in a certain 

ubiquitous kind of case, to be described below. To be clear: I do not mean to suggest that these are the only 

motivations that count as motivation by rightness de re, correctly construed. There may be many other 

examples, which I leave for others to explore. Rather, I focus on deliberation because the sort of motivation 

underlying the phenomena that I will describe is evidently quite widespread, and seems praiseworthy. 

This creates novel challenges for three types of “anti-fetishist” argument, which I will then discuss in §4.  

 

 

3. Deliberation 
 

In a café, you aren’t sure whether it would be better to get the vegan sandwich or the one made with local 

ingredients. You arranged to meet up with your cousin for drinks tonight, and you’re exhausted from work 

and stressed about a meeting that went horribly, but you already canceled your last plan together and you 

aren’t sure whether this is a good enough reason to cancel again. One of your friends is texting you about 

a tumultuous breakup while another is texting you about a sudden bereavement, and you aren’t sure who 

you should reply to first. Another friend seems to be treating their new partner very badly, but you aren’t 

close to the partner and aren’t sure whether it’s your place to intervene. You’re in a rush on your way to 

teach when the person in front of you in line for coffee suddenly bursts into tears. 

 

I offer these examples as realistic, quotidian instances of a certain very familiar kind of case: someone can 

tell that multiple important things are at stake in her circumstances, and that at least one of them calls for 

one sort of response, while at least one other calls for a wholly different sort of response. In this kind of 

case, if time permits, people usually deliberate about what to do. Since there are multiple things at stake in 

the deliberator’s circumstances, she could in principle survey all of the acts she might perform and figure 

 
4 To clarify: I do not want to endorse the view that there is something problematic about motivation by rightness de 

dicto. I hold that there is nothing wrong with this sort of motivation, and I have defended that view in other work. But 

that is not what this paper is about.. 
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out the precise extent to which each act would promote each of the things at stake.5 She might even draw 

a table in her head or on a napkin to record how well each act fares when evaluated with an eye to each of 

these considerations. But, having completed that task, our deliberator would still face a further question: 

given everything at stake, and given the extent to which each available act would promote each of these 

things, what should she do? 

 

Call such cases conflict cases. In many conflict cases, it is clear to us that any of our available actions would 

promote each of the things at stake to some extent, and equally clear that nothing we can do would promote 

them all fully. (Therein lies the conflict.) Having realized this, we could give up, shrug our shoulders, and 

flip a coin to settle what to do. But people in conflict cases do not usually give this flippant response. Rather, 

we engage in what I will call continued deliberation. 

 

In continued deliberation we draw detailed comparisons between the things at stake in our circumstances, 

assess their relative importance, and try to figure out what normative relationships, if any, they bear to one 

another. (By “normative relationships” I mean such things as relations of defeat among reasons, of lexical 

priority among duties, and of realization among values.) For example, we think about whether it’s better 

to prevent animal suffering or to lower our “food miles”. We think about the conditions under which 

people are released from obligations to follow through on their prior commitments. We think about whose 

needs it’s most important for us to attend to right now. We think about whether we lack the standing to 

tell a friend how to conduct their romantic relationships. We try to come up with a way to respond to this 

suddenly-crying stranger that might help them, if indeed there is anything we can do to help them, without 

making us inexcusably late for class. 

 

As these examples suggest, in some conflict cases we have ample time for continued deliberation, whereas 

in others we are under severe time constraints. Sometimes deliberation is cut short and we are forced to act 

before reaching a judgment about what we should do in light of everything at stake and the various degrees 

to which and ways in which these things all matter. On these occasions, we usually feel rushed and 

frustrated, as though we did not get to properly finish what we started. 

 

When we have more time for continued deliberation, we sometimes do what I will call going looking for 

further morally significant considerations before reaching a final judgement about what we should do. That is 

to say, we think about our circumstances, aiming to identify the aspects of them that matter as exhaustively 

as we can, and then to identify the sort of response that each thing that matters calls for from us. We go 

looking for morally significant considerations all the time, though often implicitly; as we move through the 

world we are sensitive to the possibility that something around us might call for a response from us, and 

we are receptive to evidence indicating that something that we know matters might be at stake or that 

something we know to be at stake might matter. But during continued deliberation we sometimes engage 

in this sort of monitoring more actively. We periodically ask ourselves something like, “OK, and is there 

anything else that I have to take into account?”, and we mentally scan the normative landscape for further 

factors to consider before reaching a verdict about what we should do.  

 

I take it that these phenomena will seem quotidian and familiar to anyone who sometimes finds themselves 

in the kinds of conflict cases just described. And I take it that this is because they are very quotidian and 

 
5 I intend for the term “promote” here to be read without its consequentialist connotations, such that “promoting” 

something of moral significance does not necessarily amount to increasing the total quantity of it in the world, and can 

encompass whatever is the appropriate way to respond to the morally significant thing in question. 
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familiar. These sorts of deliberative episodes are a ubiquitous part of everyday moral life. The question 

now at issue is: What motivates these deliberative episodes? 

 

I hold that continued deliberation is motivated by a kind of overarching concern, over and above the agent’s 

concern for each thing that matters and is at stake in her circumstances. For the sake of a label, we may say 

that she is motivated to strike the right balance between all of these things.6 But she need not think of her 

overarching concern in precisely these terms. Similarly, she may not think of the considerations that she 

looks for and tries to balance as “morally significant considerations”. Indeed, her overarching concern may 

not be cast in explicitly moral terms at all. My sense is that ordinary folk without philosophy backgrounds 

rarely use the term “moral”, and, when they do, they do not use it in the way moral theorists do; the folk 

term connotes a high-minded, quasi-religious sort of attitude with an air of grandstanding.7 Thus many 

ordinary people who engage in continued deliberation conceive of their overarching concern in other 

terms. They conceive of themselves as just thinking about what’s really important, or about what really matters, 

or about not being an awful person, or something along these lines. Nonetheless, it remains the case that their 

deliberative episode is motivated by an overarching concern that goes beyond their concern for the various 

particular things at stake, and is about striking the right balance between them. 

 

Some philosophers disagree with me about this. Here is Nomy Arpaly (2015, pp.148-149, italics original): 

 

People who ask themselves “What is the right thing to do?” often start asking and 

deliberating because something bothers them that is genuinely morally relevant. They 

wonder, say, whether to tell someone his spouse is cheating—displaying concern for both 

truthfulness and another person’s well-being. To use another example, suppose our 

deliberator wants to have an abortion but wonders whether or not it would be right. 

Suppose what causes her to stop and deliberate is the risk that by having an abortion she 

would be killing a person. One way to put it would be that the deliberator wonders whether 

abortion is murder—she already knows that murder is wrong, so her view of morality is not 

wide open. Thus the commonsense deliberator’s decision to stop and deliberate speaks 

well of her. So does the deliberation itself: whether she wonders if a fetus is a person or 

ends up weighing the possible personhood of the fetus against her possible right to control 

her body, she is considering morally relevant things… In short, there is no value in moral 

fetishism—but a real, live moral fetishist is hard to find! 

 

And here is Brian Weatherson (2014, pp.160-161): 

 

Sometimes we stop and think, what would be the best thing to do in a certain kind of 

case?... I agree this is a good practice. But I think [that claim] is consistent with what I’ve 

said so far. Start with an observation also by Smith (1994, pp. 40–41), that moral inquiry 

has ‘‘a certain characteristic coherentist form’’. I think (not originally) that this is because 

we’re not trying to figure out something about this magical thing, the good, but rather 

because we’re trying to systematise and where necessary reconcile our values. When we’re 

doing moral philosophy, we’re often doing work that is more at the systematising end, 

trying to figure out whether seemingly disparate values have a common core. When we’re 

 
6 Again, I hope to use this phrase without any consequentialist connotations. I do not think that our deliberative 

processes are always limited to weighing the value of things that matter; the term “balance” should be understood as 

a neutral term covering relative value but also absolute prohibitions, relationships of lexical priority, and so on. 
7 Thanks to Alex King for helpful discussion of this point. 
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trying to figure out what is right in the context of deciding what to do, we’re often trying 

to reconcile, where possible, conflicting values. But as long as we accept that there are 

genuinely plural values, both in moral and prudential reasoning, we shouldn’t think that 

a desire to determine what is right is driven by a motivation to do the right thing, or to live 

a good life, as such. 

 

Arpaly and Weatherson have the same explanandum as me: the phenomena of everyday moral 

deliberation. Our explanations all point to the deliberator’s motivations. But the set of motivations that they 

point to is a proper subset of the one that I point to. Arpaly and Weatherson are at pains to deny that we 

must understand deliberators as motivated by rightness de dicto, and they hold that we can adequately 

explain all relevant phenomena just by pointing to deliberators’ concerns for particular morally significant 

things that they see are at stake in their circumstances. Now, I am not saying that all ordinary moral 

deliberators are motivated by rightness de dicto.8 But I am saying that we must ascribe a further motivation 

to them. My explanation of continued deliberation points to the deliberator’s concerns for the particular 

morally significant things at stake in her circumstances plus an overarching concern with striking the right 

balance between them. 

 

Arpaly and Weatherson’s explanation is too minimal to account for the phenomena. For starters: it is 

unclear why continued deliberation would have its characteristic form if it were motivated solely by the 

agent’s concerns for the particular things at stake in her circumstances. To repeat: in these periods of 

deliberation we draw detailed comparisons between the things at stake, assess their relative importance, 

and try to figure out what normative relationships, if any, they bear to one another. Weatherson recognizes 

this by noting that in deliberation we often “systematize” and attempt to “reconcile” conflicting values. But 

he does not explain how a concern for these values in and of themselves could motivate us to do that. If 

someone only cared about truthfulness and well-being (say), in and of themselves, then why would these 

things’ relative importance or the normative relationships between them matter to her? Recall that we are 

talking about someone who has figured out how each available act fares when evaluated with an eye to 

each thing at stake, and thus knows that anything she might do would promote each thing to some extent, 

but nothing she can do will promote them all fully. At this point, it is hard to see why she would not simply 

think “Oh, lucky me — no matter what I do, I'll promote each of the things I care about to some extent!”, 

or (more pessimistically) “Oh darn, I guess you can’t win ‘em all!”, and then flip a coin to settle what to do. 

It is unclear why somebody would attempt the difficult further work of systematizing and reconciling her 

values unless she were concerned to systematize and reconcile them — that is, to strike the right balance 

between them.  

 

Moreover, it is difficult for Arpaly and Weatherson to explain why we feel dissatisfied if deliberation is cut 

short and we are forced to act before reaching a judgment about what we should do given everything at 

stake. We feel this dissatisfaction even if we choose an act to perform and are sure of the precise extent to 

which it promotes each of the things at stake. Indeed, we knew (or were in a position to know) all this about 

the act before we began to engage in continued deliberation — we can tell the extent to which our chosen 

act promotes each thing at stake just by looking at its row in the table we drew on our mental napkin. My 

suggestion is that we feel frustrated when we are forced to act before reaching a judgment about what we 

should do given everything at stake because, in these cases, we are frustrated. And my suggestion is that 

this is because our aim, in continued deliberation, is to strike the right balance. 

 

 
8 I do think that many moral deliberators are motivated by rightness de dicto. But that is not what this paper is about. 
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Lastly, Arpaly and Weatherson cannot explain the parts of continued deliberation in which we go looking 

for further morally significant considerations. The hypothesis that deliberators are motivated solely by 

concern for the particular morally significant things that they see are at stake in their circumstances does 

not explain this at all. When we go looking for further morally significant considerations, we do so because 

we think that there may be things that matter beyond those that we currently see are at stake, and we want 

to discover any such things and then take them into account in our verdict about what we should do. Thus, 

we want to strike the right balance between everything that matters at stake, and not merely those that have 

so far occurred to us. This phenomenon clearly cannot be explained by our concerns for the things that 

matter at stake that have so far occurred to us, since our concern extends beyond them. 

 

To sum up: Arpaly and Weatherson’s purported explanation explains none of the characteristic phenomena 

of continued deliberation.9 If someone cared only about the particular things at stake in her circumstances, 

and not about striking the right balance between them, then it is difficult to see why she would engage in 

continued deliberation at all, why she would feel frustrated if she were forced to act without reaching a 

judgment about how to strike the right balance, and why she would go looking for further morally 

significant considerations before reaching such a judgment. None of this makes any sense on the hypothesis 

that she cares only about the particular things whose conflict prompts her deliberative episode, with no 

additional overarching concern. So, if we are to adequately explain the phenomena of continued 

deliberation, then we must ascribe an overarching concern to people who engage in it — that is, to very 

many ordinary people very much of the time. 

 

So, how shall we characterize the sort of motivation that drives this familiar type of deliberation?  

 

This is clearly not a species of what the contemporary literature has come to call “motivation by rightness 

de re” — that is, a motivation whose object is one of the right-making features. For what drives these 

deliberative episodes is an overarching concern, over and above the agent’s concern for each particular 

morally significant thing in her circumstances. But right-making features are just particular morally 

significant things in the agent’s circumstances.10 So the object of the deliberator’s concern is not a right-

making feature; it is rather something over and above all such features. 

 
9 To be clear, some deliberative episodes are motivated solely by the agent’s concern for particular morally significant 

things at stake, a la Arpaly and Weatherson. In some cases the agent only cares about one thing, and deliberates just 

because she is unsure which available act best promotes this thing. These deliberative episodes take a different form 

from episodes of continued deliberation; the agent thinks about the nature of the thing that she cares about, rather than 

thinking about how to balance multiple considerations. For example, someone who only cares about promoting justice 

may think about the nature of justice in order to figure out how best to promote it. In other cases, someone might care 

about striking the right balance between only a few of the things at stake in her circumstances. Again, her deliberative 

episode will then take a different form from that of continued deliberation; she may think about the relative importance 

of and normative relationships between the particular things that she wants to balance, but nothing else, and she will 

not go looking for further morally significant considerations. I concede that cases like these are possible. But they are 

simply two different kinds of case from the familiar and widespread kind to which I am calling attention here. Episodes 

of continued deliberation with the characteristic form described above are still a familiar part of everyday moral life, 

and I have argued that these are best explained by taking the agent to be concerned with striking the right balance 

between everything that matters at stake in her circumstances. 
10 This might be confusing to readers unfamiliar with the terminology, since the word “making” might be thought to 

indicate that a right-making feature fully grounds the rightness of the act. But that is not how the term has come to be 

used. Then term has come to be used to refer to things that contribute to the rightness of an act, but do not necessitate 

it all by themselves — things like honesty, the promotion of well-being, and justice. These are just particular morally 

significant things in an agent’s circumstances. 
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Nor is this sort of motivation a species of motivation by rightness de dicto. For our deliberator is not 

motivated to act morally rightly under that very description. On the contrary, as I emphasized earlier, 

ordinary people who engage in continued deliberation typically do not use the word “moral” much at all. 

They conceive of themselves as just trying to figure out what’s most important or what really matters or how 

not to be an awful person, or something similar. Whatever exactly it amounts to for someone to be motivated 

to act morally rightly de dicto — under that very description, or under that “mode of presentation” — this 

is presumably not it. 

 

I want to suggest that the sort of motivation that drives continued deliberation in conflict cases is a species 

of motivation by rightness de re, correctly construed: that is, a motivation whose object is that the agent acts 

morally rightly, but that represents acting rightly under another description. The “description” in each case 

is given by the way the agent conceives of the object of her deliberation. For example, it may be acting in a 

way that reflects what really matters or responding appropriately to what’s really important or not being an awful 

person. Although these descriptions do not represent acting morally rightly de dicto, I want to suggest that, 

nonetheless, the object of the sort of motivation that drives continued deliberation in conflict cases is that 

the agent acts morally rightly. 

 

I call this a suggestion, rather than an argument, because a full defense of the idea would require a worked-

out theory of moral metasemantics. How many and which motivations count as motivation by rightness de 

re correctly construed depends on what it takes for acting rightly to be the object of someone’s motivation. 

This is a question about what someone must have “in her head”, so to speak, to refer to moral rightness — 

a question about “getting a moral thing into a thought”, as Werner (forthcoming) puts it. The jury is still 

very much out as to how to do this. Moral metasemantics is in its infancy, and many of the most promising 

general metasemantic theories face particular challenges in accounting for our ability to refer to moral 

properties (see especially Werner, but cf. Schroeter and Schroeter 2013 and Sinclair 2017). So, the best that 

I can do here is to offer a suggestion, accompanied by a metasemantic conjecture. My conjecture is that, 

whatever the true and complete theory of moral metasemantics turns out to be, it will count the motivations 

that drive continued deliberation in conflict cases as among those whose object is that the agent acts morally 

rightly. 

 

There is good reason to accept this conjecture, though. For, although moral metasemantics is in its infancy, 

we have attained near-universal consensus on some things, and they already suggest that the conjecture is 

probably true. One point of consensus is that moral terms exhibit a high degree of referential stability; that 

is, speakers using moral terms can co-refer despite enormous variation in their patterns of usage, their first-

order moral beliefs, and their external environment. This is widely thought to be the chief lesson of the 

“Moral Twin Earth” thought-experiment (Horgan and Timmons 1991; see also the “cannibals” example in 

Hare 1991). Another emerging point of consensus is that referential stability has something to do with the 

conceptual role of moral terms — especially the centrality of judgments cast in moral terms in deliberation 

and evaluation, and the connections between such judgments and the reactive attitudes. In short: linguistic 

communities with totally different beliefs about the extension of moral terms can enter into substantive 

disagreement rather than talking past each other, and whatever explains this has something to do with 

their terms’ having roughly the same conceptual roles. Thus, for example, Wedgwood (2001), Enoch (2011), 

Sinclair (2017), and Eklund (2017) all defend conceptual role semantics for moral terms, while Williams 

(2018) and Dunaway and McPherson (2016) defend rival views aimed at capturing the way in which 

sameness of conceptual role gives rise to referential stability within a traditional Lewisian metasemantics. 

What is not at issue between these theorists is that moral terms exhibit a high degree of referential stability, 
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and that the contribution to reference made by moral judgments’ conceptual role at least partially explains 

why this is so. 

 

This gives us good reason to accept my metasemantic conjecture, and with it the suggestion that the sort of 

motivation that drives continued deliberation is best understood as a species of motivation by rightness de 

re correctly construed. For, when someone is engaged in continued deliberation in a conflict case, the 

judgment that an act strikes the right balance between everything that matters typically plays the 

conceptual role of a judgment that an act is morally right within her cognitive architecture. This judgment 

is associated with the reactive attitudes, carries a great deal of weight in deliberation about what to do all-

things-considered, and so on. Simply put: ordinary people engage in continued deliberation because 

striking the right balance is important to them in precisely the way that acting morally rightly is important 

to people motivated by rightness de dicto.11 Given the central contribution of moral judgements’ conceptual 

roles in determining reference for moral terms, the fact that the judgment that an act strikes the right 

balance typically plays the rightness-role is good reason to think that, whatever the true theory of moral 

metasemantics turns out to be, it will count motivations to strike the right balance as among the motivations 

whose object is that the agent acts morally rightly. 

 

These considerations also help us to distinguish agents who are motivated to strike the morally right balance 

from those motivated to strike other types of balance — the prudentially right balance, the aesthetically right 

balance, the all-things-considered right balance, and so on. If someone thinks of the object of her motivation 

just in terms of “what’s important” or “what really matters”, this does not tell us the flavor of normativity 

that she has in mind. Nor can we tell this by looking at the particular things that the agent takes into account 

in her deliberative episode, since things may matter in more than one way, and someone may mistakenly 

take something to matter in one way that in fact matters in a different way. (For example, she may think 

that justice matters aesthetically rather than morally, and may thus think about justice when engaged in 

aesthetic deliberation rather than moral deliberation.) Instead, we can distinguish people who are trying to 

act morally rightly from those who are trying to act beautifully, to promote their own self-interest, and so 

on, by looking at the conceptual role of their judgments to the effect that a certain act strikes the right 

balance. For example, the connection between moral evaluation and the reactive attitudes does not hold 

for other types of normative evaluation. So, by observing that someone is disposed to feel guilty if she does 

not do what she thinks strikes the right balance, we can identify her as trying to strike the morally right 

balance. Thus the way someone thinks and feels about the object of her deliberation can tell us what that 

object is. 

 

We need an important point of clarification at this juncture. On some versions of conceptual role semantics, 

sameness of conceptual role guarantees sameness of referent; that is, two terms with the same conceptual 

role refer to the same object. But on other versions of conceptual role semantics, sameness of conceptual 

 
11 I should note that this does not mean that the judgment that an act strikes the right balance has precisely the conceptual 

role of a judgment that an act is morally right. Depending on the description that the agent has in mind, the judgment 

may have other inferential or non-inferential roles. For example, if the agent sees herself as doing what Jesus would do, 

then her judgment might license a variety of inferences about religion that the judgment that an act is morally right 

would not license. Nonetheless, the part of the rightness-judgment’s conceptual role that reflects the sort of importance 

we place on it — its centrality in deliberation and evaluation, and its connection to the reactive sentiments — is shared 

by the judgment that an act strikes the right balance. And this is the part of this judgment’s conceptual role that secures 

shared reference across linguistic communities with widely divergent patterns of usage, first-order beliefs, and external 

environments, according to conceptual role semantics for moral terms. So, shared reference is still secured; if this part 

of the conceptual role is what it takes to refer to acting morally rightly, and the judgment that an act strikes the right 

balance has this part of the conceptual role, then it has what it takes to refer to acting morally rightly. 
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role guarantees sameness of concept; that is, two terms with the same conceptual role express the same 

concept. It must be possible for multiple terms to express a single concept — the classic examples in the 

literature are synonyms from across languages, such as “dog” and “chien”. On some versions of conceptual 

role semantics, what holds of synonyms from across languages also holds of pairs of terms within a single 

language that have the same conceptual role. 

 

If it turned out that the terms in which ordinary deliberators conceive of the objects of their deliberation 

had the same conceptual content as the term “morally right”, in virtue of their same conceptual role, this 

would be an interesting and surprising result. For it would mean that ordinary deliberators are motivated 

by rightness de dicto after all; it is the very concept of moral rightness itself that figures in the content of 

their deliberation, although they token this concept by means of a less explicit and more convoluted phrase 

than “moral rightness”. This is an even worse result for those, like Weatherson and Arpaly, who want to 

deny that ordinary deliberators are motivated by rightness de dicto. So I am not worried about this 

theoretical possibility. But I take myself to have shown that, even on a version of conceptual role semantics 

according to which sameness of conceptual role guarantees sameness of referent, rather than of concept, 

we should expect that very many ordinary deliberators very much of the time will qualify as motivated to 

act morally rightly — not de dicto, but de re, where the “de re” qualifier is used in its standard sense. 

 

 

4. Upshot 

 

The sort of motivation that drives continued deliberation in conflict cases is praiseworthy. To see why, 

imagine two people facing conflict cases, each of whom has ample time to deliberate before acting. Suppose 

that the first person carefully considers the relative importance of the various things at stake and the 

normative relationships between them, pausing regularly to ask herself whether there may be more things 

that matter at stake in her circumstances than those she has so far considered, and then incorporating any 

such further considerations into her deliberation. And suppose that through this process she reaches a 

judgment about how to strike the right balance between everything at stake, which then guides her 

subsequent action. By contrast, suppose that the second person simply shrugs, says “Oh well, you can’t 

win ’em all!”, and flips a coin to settle what to do. The first of these people seems clearly to be much more 

well-motivated than the second. She seems conscientious, and appropriately sensitive to the fact that she 

is in a conflict case (in which many important things are all at stake and they make different demands of 

us). Meanwhile, the second agent seems bizarrely capricious — and perhaps even negligent or reckless.12 

This contrast suggests that the sort of motivation that underlies continued deliberation is praiseworthy. 

  

Of course, one can have too much of a good thing. Someone who is conscientious can be excessively so. She 

may deliberate for longer than the gravity of the situation really warrants, tearing her hair out over a minor 

moral problem. Or she may continue to deliberate long past the point where it seems likely that she will 

gain any additional insight by doing so, wasting time that could be spent on action. But these are problems 

with the ways in which the sort of motivation that drives continued deliberation might manifest, rather 

than with the motivation itself. Any sort of motivation, with any content and object, can manifest in an 

excessive way. This does not impugn the status of the ordinary, moderate version of the motivation. For 

example, someone might be excessively concerned with fairness — nit-picking the details in relatively 

unimportant cases, or deliberating about how to make a procedure fair for far longer than can be expected 

to yield new insight — but this does nothing to show that there is something wrong with a concern for 

 
12 For more on the badness of moral recklessness see Field (forthcoming) and Rosenthal (ms). 
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fairness in general. The fact that some people suffer from obsessive-compulsive disorder does not indicate 

that there is anything wrong with wanting to wash your hands when they are in fact dirty. And so on. 

  

If the sort of motivation that underlies continued deliberation is indeed praiseworthy, and if it is indeed a 

species of motivation to act rightly (de re — correctly construed), then philosophers who criticize so-called 

“moral fetishism” face a choice. They may take their criticisms to apply to the object of someone’s 

motivation: that is, the fact that she is motivated to act rightly. Or they may take their criticisms to apply to 

the motivation’s content: that is, the fact that it represents the property of moral rightness de dicto. Or they 

may take themselves to be criticizing something else about this motivation: perhaps its strength in some 

possible agents, or the single-mindedness with which some possible agents might pursue it. This exhausts 

the options. 

 

This choice of three routes amounts to a trilemma for the anti-fetishist. If they take the last route, then they 

point to something that might go wrong with any motivation, irrespective of its content or object. Thus, 

they fail to identify a problem that pertains specifically to motivations to act morally rightly. If they take 

the first route, focusing on the object of a motivation, then they are challenged by my argument in this 

paper. For I have argued that the motivations underlying much ordinary deliberation are motivations 

whose object is that the agent acts rightly, and there is nothing wrong with such motivations — on the 

contrary, they seem praiseworthy. So not all motivations whose object is that the agent acts rightly are 

objectionable. Lastly, if the anti-fetishist takes the second route, focusing on the content of “fetishistic” 

motivations, then they are also challenged by my argument in this paper. For, if my argument is correct, 

then philosophers who take this route face an explanatory burden: they must explain why, if it is all right 

to be motivated to act rightly under another description, nonetheless there something wrong with being 

motivated to act rightly under that very description. Since these three routes exhaust the options, this leaves 

opponents of moral fetishism in an unhappy position. 

 

The literature on moral motivation contains no shortage of comical caricatures that purport to depict people 

who are motivated to act morally rightly. Many of these caricatures take the third route just distinguished, 

criticizing features of motivations that are independent of their object and content. For example, Teemu 

Toppinen (2004, p.312) describes a moral fetishist as someone who is disposed to respond to “temptations 

to act contrary to what is thought right” simply by “thinking even more furiously about the rightness of 

the act in itself”, rather than thinking about the features of an act that make it right. And David Shoemaker 

(2007, pp.88-90) offers the following characterization: 

“They would be just like psychopaths, stricken by a similar sort of tunnel vision, albeit with 

respect to a different set of goals. The psychopath is focused on his own immediate needs 

or desires, so the general reasons of morality do not matter to him and thus will always lose 

out when they conflict with his needs or desires (as they often do). The fetishist, in contrast, 

does care about morality—he is obsessively devoted to it, after all—but here it is the second-

personal reasons of his fellows that do not matter to him, and thus it is those reasons that 

will always lose out when they conflict with what he takes to be the demands of morality 

generally. Insofar as he would be a kind of bloodlessly calculating “morality machine,” 

then, his incapacity for the kind of interpersonal relationships constitutive of membership 

in the moral community would leave him, as with the psychopath, external to it.”  

But ordinary deliberators do not seem like “bloodlessly calculating morality machines”. They are doing 

something like calculation, of course, but there is nothing “bloodless” about it. Nor does it seem plausible 
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that someone who takes herself to have figured out how to strike the right balance, but is nonetheless 

reluctant to act accordingly, would respond by “thinking furiously” about the fact that a certain act strikes 

the right balance. Of course, she might do this — like any motivation whatsoever, the sort of motivation 

that underlies continued deliberation in conflict cases might manifest in a bizarre manner in some people. 

But our deliberator could instead just think something like “OK, this will be tough, but it’s the best I can 

do!”. She need not think such a thought “furiously”, whatever that means. And, if she thinks it in a normal 

way, then the fact that she is steeling herself against temptation seems to add to her praiseworthiness rather 

than detracting from it.13  

 

Moreover, someone who responds to temptation by thinking “furiously” about her act’s rightness is no 

more unappealing than someone who responds to temptation by thinking “furiously” about her act’s 

fairness, or its kindness, or its honesty, or any of its other properties. Any such person may be “stricken” 

by the sort of “tunnel vision” that worries Shoemaker, focusing her mind on the relevant property de dicto 

and thus blinding her to the lower-order considerations that explain why the property is instantiated, as 

well as to everything else that matters in her circumstances. Such an agent would also be inclined to 

remorselessly dismiss any considerations that tell against performing the act that she takes to possess her 

preferred property, even those that are partial determinants of the property — for example, to the justice 

fetishist, considerations of justice as reparations “will always lose out” when they conflict with whatever 

she takes to be the demands of justice more generally, and, to the well-being fetishist, considerations of 

subjective happiness will always lose out when they conflict with whatever she takes to be the demands of 

well-being more generally. But the “tunnel vision” of these justice and well-being fetishists seems no better 

than that of the moral fetishist; it is simply more paraochial. Thus, Toppinen and Shoemaker’s caricatures 

identify problems with motivations that are wholly independent of their content and object — they could 

happen to any motivation, so to speak. As such, these authors do not raise particular problems for 

motivations to act morally rightly. 

  

Smith’s original “fetish” intuition goes the second of the three routes I distinguished above: it applies to 

the content of the agent’s motivation. This is because Smith’s intuition is part of an argument about how to 

explain the fact that good people’s motivations alter in sync with their beliefs about what is morally right. 

One possible explanation is that good people are motivated to act rightly. This is what Smith responds to 

with the passage quoted in §2a suggesting that “common sense” tells us that good people are not motivated 

by rightness de dicto. Here it is the content of the agent’s motivation is what matters, since Smith’s imagined 

opponent holds that our motivations alter in sync with our beliefs about what is right because we are 

motivated to act rightly. A motivation with some other content could not necessarily explain why, when 

we come to believe that a course of action is morally right, we become motivated to perform it. This is 

because motivations are opaque contexts; by analogy, Lois Lane can want to talk to Superman and come to 

believe that Clark Kent is by the window without becoming motivated to go over to the window, since she 

does not know that Clark Kent is Superman. So Smith is right to be talking about motivation by rightness 

de dicto, and he must be objecting to the content of the agent’s motivation. 

 

But this means that Smith faces the explanatory burden that I described above. If it is good to be motivated 

to act rightly under a description like “not being an awful person” or “taking account of what really 

 
13 Someone might argue that there is something suboptimal about needing to steel oneself at all. Perhaps the perfectly 

virtuous person would never be tempted to act contrary to what she thinks right, so the fact that someone has to remind 

herself that a certain course of action is morally right is evidence of a moral flaw. But the moral flaw is the temptation, 

not the steeling oneself against it. Given the temptation, and given the fact that the steeling is the agent’s way of trying 

to get herself to behave well in spite of it, the steeling seems praiseworthy. 
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matters”, then why would it be a “fetish or moral vice”, as Smith says it is, to be motivated to act rightly 

under this very description? It is difficult to see what could be “fetishistic” or vicious about the content of 

one’s motivation making it especially clear what sort of act one wants to perform. So, if I am right that the 

sort of motivation that underlies much ordinary moral deliberation is a species of motivation by rightness 

de re (correctly construed), and that such motivations are praiseworthy, then Smith has an explanatory 

burden to discharge: he must explain why the mere fact that someone represents acting rightly under the 

clear and explicit description “acting rightly” can have such a deleterious impact on their praiseworthiness. 

Of course, Smith might reply by switching to the first route and saying that it is vicious to be motivated to 

act morally rightly under any description. But, if my argument in this paper is correct, he would then hold 

a view with the uncomfortable implication that there is something vicious about ordinary deliberation.  

 

Since Smith, philosophers have invoked the “fetishism” intuition as a premise in their arguments for a wide 

range of other positions in other debates. These philosophers have not always been clear about whether 

they see the intuition as an objection to the object of a motivation, to its content, or to something else about 

it. But this unclarity can mask unsuccessful arguments. In some cases, an author needs the intuition to 

target the object of a motivation for their argument to go through — thus counting all forms of motivation 

by rightness de re correctly construed, including the sorts of motivations underlying ordinary deliberation, 

as moral fetishism — but they focus instead on an unappealing caricature of motivation by rightness de 

dicto. They thus ignore the possibility of the sort of motivation that I am pointing toward in this paper. 

  

For example, Weatherson (2014) relies on the badness of moral fetishism in criticizing what’s he calls 

“moral hedging”, which involves taking account of one’s credences in various different moral theories 

when deciding what to do. Weatherson suggests that someone would engage in moral hedging only if she 

were motivated by rightness de dicto, and thus claims that hedging is impossible “without falling into the 

bad kind of moral fetishism that Smith rightly decries” (p.15). But someone who engages in continued 

deliberation in a conflict case may be uncertain about which act strikes the right balance, and she may take 

this uncertainty into account when deciding what to do, choosing a “safe” option in a way that amounts to 

moral hedging. So it is false that someone would engage in moral hedging only if she were motivated by 

rightness de dicto. It is true that someone would engage in moral hedging only if she had some kind of 

overarching motivation, over and above her concerns for the particular morally significant things at stake 

in her circumstances. But this need not be motivation by rightness de dicto. It could instead be the more 

obviously innocuous sort of motivation that I have described — the sort of motivation that Weatherson 

concedes is good, but then tries to explain away, as in the passage quoted in §3. Thus, Weatherson’s 

argument against moral hedging is too quick. 

  

Similarly, Markovits (2010) relies on the badness of moral fetishism in arguing that an action has moral 

worth just in case it is morally right and the agent was motivated to perform it by its right-making features. 

She considers and rejects the traditional Kantian view that an action has moral worth if it is right and the 

agent did it because it is morally right — out of the so-called “motive of duty”. Markovits suggests that 

someone who acts from duty “seems guilty of a kind of moral fetishism (to borrow a phrase from Michael 

Smith)… if not plainly cold” (p.204). But ordinary moral deliberators do not seem cold. And it is clearly not 

the case that they are indifferent to the particular morally significant things at stake in their circumstances 

— on the contrary, it is precisely these features that they are trying to balance. So there is a widespread sort 

of motivation whose object is something over and above the particular right-making features in the agent’s 

circumstances, but that does not leave the agent “cold” with respect to them. Whether or not we want to 

classify this further sort of motivation as a species of the motive of duty, there is an open question about 

whether actions done out of this sort of motivation might also have moral worth. Markovits overlooks this 

question, and thus ignores an important alternative to her view. 
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The upshot of all this is that philosophers who impugn motivations to act rightly should be more careful. 

Criticisms that target neither the content nor the object of this motivation are beside the point and should 

not be raised. And my argument in this paper challenges criticisms that target the content or object. I have 

argued that some motivations whose object is that the agent acts rightly are totally quotidian and seem 

praiseworthy. So, those who hold that there is something terrible about any motivation whose object is that 

the agent acts rightly should say something about the overlooked sort of motivation that I have called our 

attention to here. And those who think that there is something bad about motivation by rightness de dicto 

must explain why, if it is good to be motivated to act rightly while thinking of this as a matter of balancing 

everything at stake, or of responding to what really matters or is most important or appropriate, or simply as not 

being an awful person, nonetheless there is something wrong with being motivated to act rightly under that 

very description.14 

 

A second important upshot is that many more people are motivated to act morally rightly than critics of 

this sort of motivation typically think. Those who identify motivation by rightness de dicto with a bizarre 

caricature usually have no trouble observing that few real agents approximate their caricature. But ordinary 

people do often seem to be motivated by rightness de dicto; we ask “What is the right thing to do?” when 

deliberating, and we sometimes answer “Because it’s the right thing to do” when asked why we are doing 

what we are doing, and so on. One strand of anti-fetishist thought tries to show that, despite such 

appearances to the contrary, ordinary people are not motivated to act rightly. Those who take this line 

reinterpret the phenomena, suggesting instead that people are solely motivated by concerns for the right-

making features that they see at stake in their circumstances — as in Arpaly and Weatherson’s remarks on 

moral deliberation. But I have argued that such reinterpretations cannot succeed. There are some familiar, 

totally quotidian phenomena involved in ordinary moral deliberation that we cannot explain without 

taking deliberators to have an overarching concern with striking the right balance between everything that 

matters at stake in the circumstances. And I have suggested that this concern is a kind of motivation to act 

rightly, albeit one in which the property of moral rightness is represented under another description. 

 

If I am right about all this, then, assuming that you are a normal moral agent, the following is a very simple 

instruction manual for how to be a moral fetishist: Just be yourself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
14 To repeat: I hold that there is nothing wrong with this, and have defended that view elsewhere. 
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